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Abstract: Basing on the considerable number of archive documents, which were not published before, the
article names such factor, determining the quickening of centrifugal trends during the last years of the USSR’s
existence, as crisis in oil and gas complex (OGC) of the state, caused by both objective and internal reasons.
The article proves the conclusion that OGC’s crisis observed at the late-industrial stage of the state’s
modernization was a systemwide one and to a significant degree determined events which were disastrous for
the state.
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INTRODUCTION state are quite considerable. In particular, he believed that

In the context of searching for optimal mechanisms effective, the state could not turn towards economy
for implementation of modernizational strategies, economy reforms indeed. Perestroika’s ideologist mentioned, as a
restructuring,  acute  importance of correct choice of determinant, M.S. Gorbachyov’s line being not quite
priorities for the country, we can see how necessary it is clear-cut, his lack of “combativity”, thereby he missed the
to understand scientifically and academically the historic chance to turn events around namely in 1988-
historical experience of development and accomplishment 1989. Instead of this Gorbachyov intensified the
of state economic policy during the last years of the paternalistic, preaching tone of his public speaking
USSR’s existence. towards “homagers”, being unaware that he started to

An academician A.G. Aganbegyan imputes repel the healthy part of the society [4]. Among objective
deceleration in economic growth to depletion of the reasons of the failure the author of “The Time of
industrialization model based on extensive use of work, Darkness” mentioned the course when the end justified
capital and natural resources [1]. According to A. Malzev, the means and also sources of raw materials which
the state got into a demodernizational quicksand as early provided gains, but not in the social sphere: “The state
as in 1970-s-1980-s [2]. The head of the Centre of obtained hundreds of billions of dollars because of the oil
International Comparative Economics of Institute of sale. Import of goods and food owing to these sums
Europe, the Russian Academy of Sciences, V.M. Kudrov bought the right for the elite to slack work” [5].
evaluates the results of “perestroika” (reform) in the Foreign researchers mostly evaluate M.S.
following way: it was good to free speech and political Gorbachyov’s role differently. A prominent perestroika
transformations, but in the area of economy it appeared to history  specialist,  a professor of the Oxford University
be a “half-measure, pseudoreform, more precisely-only an A. Brown believes that in 1985 M.S. Gorbachyov, who
attempt of market transformations within the socialism” according to his words was a great reformer, tried to
[3]. We think that in this regard A.N. Yakovlev’s thoughts reorganize the Soviet system, not to change it
about reasons of failures of attempts to modernize the dramatically, let alone not to destroy it, but the process

though political democracy advance was quite quick and
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spun out of his control [6]. An estimate similar to this one crisis was a part of the general structural one, a result of
was given to M.S. Gorbachyov as a statesman by M. the Soviet leaders’ miscounts, an example of implementing
Bowker and S. Ross: the reformer wanted a Renaissance a contradictory policy of quickening and perestroika.
of communism, but it fell out that the communistic system Simultaneously it was a manifest of the worldwide
was  destructurized  and  the Soviet Union collapsed [7]. globalization processes.
R. Daniels, analyzing reasons of the USSR’s dissolution, In spring and summer 1985 the party and government
claims that the reason for the Soviet Union’s wreckage documents were accepted; their realization included the
was the ideological decay of the society [8]. One of the overcoming of a crisis situation in oil and gas industry in
main weak points of the Soviet economy, as the authors Western  Siberia,  first  of  all due to ambitious technical
believe, was the military-industrial complex being re-equipping. Problems of oil and gas industry were
extremely overgrown. considered on the highest level because of the data on

Some national researchers point at an “external the worsening situation of OGC. On the 17  of July 1985
factor”. For instance, S.E. Fedin believes that perestroika managers of the Ministry of Oil Industry in the report for
was not at all some chain of mistakes and miscounts, Council of Ministers of the USSR on implementing of oil
which led its executives to what they had not wanted and production program during the 1  6 months of 1985, under
waited for. To the contrary, from start to finish it kept with the secrecy label “For special use”, were compelled to
the certain logic that met interests, policy and plans of the acknowledge that during the specified period oil was
West concerning the Soviet Union [9]. produced in the amount by 13.9 mln. t. less than it should

Thus, the general rethink on events preceding the have been according to the program, of which 13.8 mln. t.
USSR’s dissolution can be characterized as a very of this amount applied to Tyumen oblast [11]. It was
complicated and contradictory process. The scientific pointed that during three five-years periods the industry
literature analysis showed variety and even polarity of had never fulfilled its tasks and it was expected that in the
points of view on the problems connected with the XI five-years period oil would have been produced in the
process of the USSR’s dissolution; the authors found a amount by 31 mln. t. less than according to the program.
large list of factors influencing quickening of centrifugal Reasons of the given situation, mentioned in this
trends, but these themes need to be investigated in future. document, were quite clear and sound: “imbalance in

Main Part: Our opinion is close to D.B. Kuvalin’s one-he induced to develop the industry towards involving and
thinks that there were following destabilizing boosted development of the most accessible and high-
determinants: beginning of a stand-up political fight for productive fields and deposits, which led to deterioration
tax revenues and jurisdiction over enterpises between the of oil reserves structure and has an extremely adverse
supreme authority and authorities of Union republics; effect on the current state of oil production and its further
significant structural-technological and industry-specific development” [12]. Meanwhile, for maintaining of oil
-lopsidedness; specific price structure, including in production at the level of 580 mln. t. per year, it was
particular low prices for fuel, energy, transport and necessary to increase dramatically capital investments,
housing services, food; absence of capable institutes volume of boring, installation and construction and all
providing effective functioning of the economy; deep- other types of work. But there were no enough funds for
rooted opportunism of enterprises; depletion of national these goals. The situation became strained.
reserves. As a result of the USSR’s dissolution new In April 1986 Ministry of Oil Industry of the USSR
problems arose: emergence of boundaries not controlled again informed the Council of Ministers that in 1985 the
by the state; lack of proper regulation of inter-country oil production program was implemented for 98.7%, the
financial, monetary and legal relationships with new gas production program-for 99.6% [13]. And that was
states; abrupt complication of transboundary economic when, in comparison with 1980, the amount of wellsite
affairs with them etc. [10]. brought into production increased by 71% [14]. In 1985

At the same time we consider it to be justified to only in Western Siberia 15 new oil-fields were brought
mention, among the most significant reasons of failure to into production, whereas in 1981-1984-18 [15]. However
implement a new stage of modernization, a structural only because of watercut growth the oil production
crisis, absence of a scientifically built-up concept of decreased by 46 mln. t. [16]. “Old” oil producing regions
modernization and a so-called oil and gas factor. Energy gave less oil in comparison with 1980. A significant
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growth was observed only with associations of Western firms (from Japan, Denmark, France, Austria, USA,
Kazakhstan- “Mangyshlakneft” (+2876.7), Germany, Hungary, Italy, Holland) performed their supply
“Aktyubinskneft“ (+1180.3) [17]. We are of opinion that contracts fully, equipment was transferred to the
there were these data that caused the change of the ownership of correspondent Ministry’s departments,
industry investment policy to the benefit of Kazakh where its adjusting and exploitation were begun. But
deposits. payment of accounts for the equipment supplied was

The situation with production according to the delayed by the Bank for Foreign Economic Activity of the
program did not improve even later: as can be seen in the USSR with reference to absence of money. Currency
explanatory note to the report on 1990 of the Ministry of earnings in the 1  quarter did not cover import purchases
Oil Industry (this note is kept in Russian Economy Public volume in the amount of 600 mln. rub. in FCC (in other
Record Office now), the program was not implemented, document-800 mln.) [24].
22.9 mln. t. oil were not produced. [18]. The note’s authors Ministry for the Oil and Gas Industry of the USSR
said that the most acute problem of the industry’s held negotiations with foreign banks aiming to obtain
development was lack of performant equipment and short-term credits based on agreements providing for
facilities for oil producing and well boring. More than half Ministry enterprises’ currency funds transferring to
of technical means were worn for over 50%, only 14% of frozen accounts in the specified banks as a safeguard for
machines and equipment met the international standard. given credit repayments. Foreign banks in return
A cardinally untoward situation came about advanced high demands for insurance of their risk by
implementation of task concerning capital construction- means of keeping lombard oil amounts abroad, because of
no task was implemented. The situation with completing the USSR’s payment situation [25].
construction sites with equipment, metal structures and Time and again the Ministry requested the Council of
pipes was characterized as a critical one. At the same time Ministers of the USSR to resolve an issue of conversion
a natural process of fields’ successive coming to the late of clearing currency allocations in freely convertible
stage of development had been in train, because of taking currency (FCC): shift 5.41 mln. t. oil off clearing payments
a significant part of reserves from these fields [19]. supply, which equaled 568.1 mln. rub., for its future sale

The  situation  with  OGC  and therefore with the for FCC and transferring of 100% of currency gain to the
whole Soviet economy worsened also because, beginning industry enterprises disposal. It was proposed to shift
with 1986, prices on the world market started to fall: if in 1.29 mln. t. oil off supply to Bulgaria; 1.42 mln. t.-to India;
1981 the average annual level of prices for oil grade 2.7 mln. t-to Cuba [26].
“Brent” was $39.25 for a barrel, in 1987-$18.25, then in the There were contracts only for 400 mln. rub. signed by
first half of 1989 the average price of oil “Urals” was April 1991, though contracts for 2200 mln. rub. were drawn
$14.55 for barrel. The crude oil’s part in exporrt amounted up with foreign firms. But only the credit fo 10 mln. rub.
to 69% [20]. was found. Because of the existing “catastrophic situation

In 1990 the industry’s managers stated: “Economic with signing of the contracts for delivery of materials and
results of the work of many enterprises and the industry equipment in 1991 according to the proposal of Ministry
in whole turned for the worse in comparison with 1989” for the Oil and Gas Industry of the USSR and Bank for
[21]. The quantity of planned loss-making enterprises and Foreign Economic Activity of the USSR”, the Council of
organizations increased from 15 to 18 [22]. Ministers of the USSR decided to oblige Ministry of

The status of logistical support of oil industry Foreign Economic Relations and Trade of the USSR and
worsened because of a very dangerous situation with Bank for Foreign Economic Activity of the USSR to
supply of imported equipment and materials, due to transfer currency assets received for exporting of oil
shortage of freely convertible currency (FCC) funds [23]. immediately (maximum 5 days) [27].

On the 26  of April 1991 Ministry for the Oil and Gas But financial sector processes appeared to beth

Industry sent a report with a highly representative title irreversible. On the 12  of June 1991 a new Ordinance of
“On a critical situation with implementation of a the Cabinet of Ministers of the USSR was accepted-on
government order for oil production” to the First Deputy assignment  of  all  freely  convertible currency revenues
Prime Minister of the USSR, V.H. Doguzhiev; this report of oil exporting in June-July 1991 in the amount of up to
informed that during 1988-1990 there was bought the 500 mln. rub. to Ministry for the Oil and Gas Industry of
equipment for the sum of 19118936 rub. in FCC. Supplying the   USSR,   because   “the   old  one  was  not  executed”.
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But the Bank for Foreign Economic Activity of the USSR these interrelated crises in the USSR led to break-up of its
reported to the Cabinet of Ministers of the USSR that political, economical, social systems. At the same time, as
“this ordinance cannot be exectued”. By this time foreign M.M. Kozenyasheva fairly points out, global energy
trade associations signed contracts for delivery of structural crisis was a part of world economy structural
materials and equipment for Ministry for the Oil and Gas crisis, which accelerated general processes of oil industry
Industry of the USSR for the sum of nearly 800 mln. rub. globalization, that had a serious impact on the
and  prepared  contracts  for  signing  for  the   sum of development of Soviet oil and gas complex [30].
1300 mln. rub. in FCC at the official rate of the State Bank We would like to mention, among the main reasons of
of the USSR [28]. that situation, also obvious miscounts in management,

 Archive documents testify that authorities aimed which, as some authors fairly believe, resulted from
futilely to find money, reckoning upon implementation of “sclerosis” of Soviet administrative system. For example,
still-born plans. For instance, on the 3  of June 1991 in those complicated circumstances drastic reduction ofrd

Acting Director of the Institute for U.S. and Canadian resources internal consumption could become a salvation,
Studies, A. Kokoshin, in his letter addressed to the could provide a significant inflow of foreign exchange.
presidential adviser of the USSR A.S. Chernyayev “About However, the Soviet management cut export of crude oil
the situation with the world financial market and USSR’s more than twice by 1991-up to 54 mln. t. A real disaster
possibilities to raise funding” and “Marshall’s plan: brief occurred when volume of exported metals, wood and
history and appraisal of results”, answering to the cotton  decreased  simultaneously. At the beginning of
corresponding question about possibilities of raising ’90-s a dramatic imbalance arose-volume of import greatly
money, said that access to the global debt market is exceeded volume of export. Moreover, mainly (more than
blocked. The USSR could not rely on official aid of half of imported items) grain and food products were
advanced countries as a possible source, “even-the imported. The state bought not less than 40% of grain it
letter’s author believed-if we declare us to be an officially consumed [31]. Besides, archive documents evidence that
developing country. General amount of OECD’s aid for unbridled privatization process in the sector of oil and
developing countries is 15 bln. dollars… The USSR’s gas, process of fields being passed to the jurisdiction of
hope to raise foreign capital in the amount of 20-25 bln. the Russian Soviet Federated Socialist Republic were
dollars per year seems to be ill-founded”. It was begun as early as in the years of the USSR’s existence
suggested to use direct investments as “form of and that hastened its end [32].
promotion of our economy and its integration into world
economy, which is the most acceptable for us. We cannot Resume: Reasons of rising crisis in oil and gas complex
take more credits and increase the foreign debt. Here we and its role in reinforcement of centrifugal trends in the
are menaced by a Polish model disaster or even a of worse state at the turn of ’80-s-’90-s are still matters of fierce
variant” [29]. But the right moment was missed. disputes. Documents we have studied allow to confirm

CONCLUSION centrifugal  processes,  which  started  in  the   USSR  at

As can be seen from the above, the perestroika period it was their catalyzer. At the same time we consider it to be
was coincident with the period of oil prices fall, problems more precise to point up also oil and gas complex’s
with domestic OGC development. The whole economic dependence on such factors as world oil branch
situation in the state changed for the worse. Inflation globalization   processes,    necessity     of   technologic
escalated, there were more and more cases of “barter re-equipment which could have reduce the negative effect
exchange”. of oil production cost rise, which is unavoidable at the

Postindustrial principles were established by certain stage.
economy structural crisis, evident in the crisis of all It seems to be rightful to say that OGC crisis,
traditionally important branches and sectors of observed at the late industrial stage of the state’s
production, breakdowns in monetary and currency modernization, was a systemwide one and to a great
sectors, international trade, finances, existing forms of degree gave rise to the events which were disastrous for
organization and regulation of economy. Influence of the state.

the conclusion that “oil factor” was a reflection of

the turn of ’80-s-’90-s and, more than that, we think that
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